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Abstract 
With the development of modern aerospace technology, radar target altitude become lower and lower, so the low-
altitude targets quick and accurate location defense system has become urgent to solve. The radar was looking down 
on the general situation of low altitude targets, if the Earth is considered as a sphere in the wave refraction correction, 
it will have great error. In this paper, the radar measurement parameters and geodetic coordinate conversion to space 
coordinate, the calculation method is given with the radar beam radiation at any point corresponding to the Earth's 
radius.
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1. Introduction  
Radio wave propagation in the atmosphere will be the impact of inhomogeneous media atmosphere 
generated wave refraction effect, which makes radio ray bending, propagation speed is different from the 
speed of light, resulting the measurement system appeared refraction errors in measurement speed 
positioning and navigation. Therefore, to improve tracking accuracy of the measurement system, the 
wave refraction error correction must be carried out [1]. 
There are two main methods used in the current wave refraction correction, one is the use of the 
ground refractive index of the regression forecast method, the other is tracing method the use of sounding 
data from the radar site direct calculation the ray [2]. Because the latter approach is the use of the actual 
sounding data direct calculated, so the correction of accuracy is higher than the first method. Using the 
ray tracing method in wave refraction correction, it is the general assumption that the Earth is spherical, 
its radius adopting the earth's average radius. However, the radar used to measure the objectives is general 
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set higher, for low-altitude targets, the radar generally showed the overlooking condition, wave ray 
mostly near the surface, if the earth is still assumed spherical, then there will be radio-ray grazing 
conditions, but the actual not rub on the wave rays, which will occur the phenomenon that the wave 
refraction correction situation does not match with the actual situation, and ultimately affect the 
correction accuracy. So for radar used to measure low-altitude targets, the Earth must be considered as 
ellipsoid rather than the ball. 
The parameters measured by the radar is generally considered as apparent range, apparent angle and 
the rate of change for apparent range, each point on the wave radiation should be obtained corresponding 
to the Earth's radius in the overlooking target wave refractive error correction, while the Earth's radius of 
each point is different, therefore, it need to calculate each point on the wave radiation corresponding to 
the Earth's radius according to the parameters measured by the radar under the condition of elliptical 
Earth.
2. A WAVE REFRACTION CORRECTION METHOD
Waves travel in straight lines in a vacuum. When it is spread in the atmosphere above the Earth, due to 
the inhomogeneity of refractive index, the wave ray orbit is a curve, and its propagation speed is different 
from the light speed. 
The apparent distance is obtained by radar measurement from the derivation of [3] as follows: 
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Where r is the distance of a point on the ray to the center of the Earth, which includes the Earth radius 
and altitude; n  is the refractive index at the position of  r; 0n is the refractive index at the center of the 
radar antenna; r0  is  the distance of radar station to the center of the Earth; 0T is the initial elevation 
angle for the rays; rT is the distance of the target to the center of the Earth. 
The target geocentric opening angleI  is obtained from the derivation of [3] as follows: 
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By the law of cosines, the real distance R0  is get from the target to radar as follows: 
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The wave refraction error 'R is get as follows: 
            'R R Re  0                               (4) 
According to Sine, the radar real elevation angle is obtained as follows: 
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Then the elevation angle error is get as follows: 
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According to the physical meaning of change Rate of distance, the change rate of apparent range is 
obtained as follows: 
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The change Rate of real distance is 
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The distance change rate of refractive error  
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3. The calculation method of the oval Earth's radius  
For the radar measurement of air targets, the general Cartesian coordinate system can be established to 
determine the location and measure the radar target position. While the Earth's geodetic coordinate 
system is represent by longitude, latitude and altitude, namely representation as L, B, H that corresponds 
to the spatial Cartesian coordinate system is the center of elliptical Earth O as the coordinate system 
origin, OZ axis is consistency with  the rotation axis of the ellipsoid Earth, OX-axis is in the cross line 
between the meridian plane and the equatorial plane, Y-axis is in the direction of the equatorial plane 
orthogonal to the X-axis , generally represented as (x ,y , z) .
Any point P corresponding to the radius of the Earth U  on the Ellipsoid is as follows [4]: 
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If we want to solve U  , the B must be obtained, which is the latitude of P . It can be seen that any 
point P  of the Cartesian coordinates (x ,y , z)  on the radar beam ray and the corresponding geodetic 
coordinates has the following relationship from [5]. 
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Where a is long half-axis of the reference ellipsoid Earth, which is 6378140m. 2e is the first 
eccentricity square of the reference ellipsoid Earth, equal to 0.00669438487525.
It can be obtained any point P of the Cartesian coordinates (x ,y , z) on the radar beam ray and the 
corresponding geodetic coordinate by solution (12). Solution (12) generally has a direct method and 
iterative method, in order to improve its accuracy, a typical iterative formula is given. 
By (12), we can get  
(11)
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Solving B and H of the iterative method in (14): the beginning of iteration set  
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Where b is Short half-axis of the reference ellipsoid Earth, which is 6356779m. 
Then each iteration have been done by˄16˅
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Up to 1( )i iB B   and 1( )i iH H  less than the required limit value a date. For example, it is has 
generally only about four iterations ensured the H  calculation accuracy of 0.001m of and B is 0.00001.  
4. Test results and analysis 
To test calculating the adaptability and accuracy of the radius of ellipsoid Earth, choose the measured 
parameters from a fixed radar site in the sea, obtained the radius ellipsoid Earth and the average radius of 
circle Earth through the coordinate transformation as shown in Table 1.  Where a  is the real radius of 
ellipsoid Earth; 0a  is the average radius of the circle Earth.               
Table 1. Comparison the earth's average radius with the real radius 
x y z a 0 a a - a 0
-2541243.085 4119446.197 4139759.551 6370000 6369047. 909 -952.809 
-2553763.978 4213445.589 4037145.818 6370000 6369493.048 -506.952 
-2560318.391 4210984.002 4035337.202 6370000 6369500.388 -499.612 
(14)
(15)
(16)
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-2559577.953 4219714.354 4026783.123 6370000 6369537.072 -462.928 
-2577667.780 4262949.097 3970034.411 6370000 6369778.510 -221.490 
-2571072.686 4294248.401 3940434.138 6370000 6369902.397 -97.603 
-2566064.909 4314881.045 3921281.906 6370000 6369982.372 -17.628 
-2566064.909 4314881.045 3921281.906 6370000 6369982.372 -17.628 
-2543920.242 4367385.268 3877429.983 6370000 6370163.554 163.554 
-2531995.512 4396170.169 3852785.250 6370000 6370264.650 264.650 
-2533913.742 4413738.755 3831631.175 6370000 6370351.084 351.084 
-2530608.945 4400863.862 3848381.417 6370000 6370282.674 282.674 
It can be seen from Table 1, in the voyage less than 300 kilometers, the maximum difference value is 
close to 1 km between the elliptical Earth radius and the circle Earth mean radius, if the measurement has 
been done at the large curvature of the earth where the maximum difference value will be far greater than 
1 km between the elliptical Earth radius and the circle Earth mean radius. At this time, if the average 
radius of the Earth is used to correction the wave refractive error, there will be a great error. So for low 
altitude targets, especially super low altitude targets, each point on the wave rays corresponding the radius 
of the Earth should be calculated, and not with the Earth's mean radius. 
5. Conclusion 
Radar was looking down on the general situation of low altitude targets, especially super low altitude 
targets, therefore with the ray tracing method to wave refraction correction, if the Earth is considered as a 
sphere in the wave refraction correction, it will have a great error. In this paper, the radar measurement 
parameters and geodetic coordinates conversion to space coordinate, the calculation method is given with 
the radar beam radiation at any point corresponding to the Earth's radius, which ensure radar fast and 
accurate positioning for low-altitude targets 
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